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Why open access it important for medical and 
pharmaceutical sciences 

Open access will play an important role within grow up of 
knowledge since open access mainly leas to develop and activate sharing 
and sharing is the main key which leads to grows of knowledge [1]. Its 
main importance for medical and pharmaceutical sciences that it will 
support and encourage the doctors, pharmacist and others who work 
in the medical field for research to increase their medical information 
and experience by exchange it with their colleagues who are working in 
the same medical field.

What is OMICS group role in supporting open access 
     The main role for OMICS group is by developing facilities 

within open access by making it free and easy for use for all workers 
in different fields. The main way for doing that is by retention of the 
authors with their ownership of the copyright for their article and by 
giving the right for those authors to allow anyone to be cognizant on 
their work and get benefit from it [2].

So How OMICS group will support the medical and 
pharmaceutical sciences 

The main way that OMICS group will follow it to support these two 

sciences by enabling the distribution of articles which are focusing on 
these two sciences to the whole global community [2]. This will mainly 
happened through the uses of open access journal.

Conclusion

The main conclusion that open access journal is a new way for 
exchange knowledge and its really prove that it is an efficient way 
for grows up of knowledge especially for knowledge that related with 
medical field. Since our health is the most important thing that we ever 
own. OMICS group consider as a very supporting group for such new 
knowledge exchange way i.e., open access journal. 
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